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often sit in the office, is president of meat. Why don't you do some small action in your spare time. Below small office small gym, let
you easily fit in your leisure time. Office relax muscle movement sitting extended chest exercise < p >, sitting in a chair, arms as far as
possible on both sides of the body to stretch and pull action, the chest full stretch; open fingers, legs forward natural bending; head
tilted a little backwards. At the same time with the deep breath, exhale increase extensional activities. note: do not seat the elastic
vibration. push ups exercise < p > natural body lying on the table, using the waist support point (available clothes or towels to pave the
way for), waist always keep close to the edge of the desk, arms crossed in front of the chest was 90 degrees, upper body slowly do
uplink volunteer movement, elbow joint distance desktop 10 cm can be. note: uplink rate should not be too large, do not move your
feet. + leg stretch posture movement of cervical spine movement < p > sitting on a chair, head slowly forward and backward flexion
and flexion movement, about to do rotation movement, can be matched with the palm of the moderate pressure, pay attention to ease
the force, step by step,,note: do not do head circle movement, to avoid causing cervical injury. Sitting on the chair, right leg straight,
hook toes, hands and knees, upper body bent down slowly. The head close to the straight leg, after a pause, switch legs to do.
between strength training < p > erect oblique arms push up both hands to help on the wall and the folder elbow placed on both sides
of the body, feet apart and shoulder are the same as wide, with elbow drive systemic upright push up exercise, moves downward
inhale, upstream on the exhale,,note: keep the chest, shoulder to hip line, to prevent the collapse of the waist, moderate tiptoe heel.
after sitting elbow squats < p > hands clasped in a handrail of the seat, buttocks off the chair and is located in the seat in front of,
elbow stretch back, and lower limbs with do squat exercise. note: body weight should be in the use of arms, the best seat fixed or
support. source: 39 Health Network
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